
Implications 
Saint John Paul II’s boundary would change as per the BRC Proposed Option, effective 

immediately. All existing students would be grandparented. 

 The board’s typical practice is to grandparent students with no transportation.  

 The majority of the areas proposed to move are within walking distance (1.6km) to Saint John Paul II.  

 It would cost $37,000 annually to bus new students from the proposed area to St. Daniel school.  

 Students living on the same street would be attending two different Catholic elementary schools (Saint 

John Paul II and St. Daniel).  
 

Enrolment would be monitored to determine the need for a future boundary review. 
 

Split lunch would be implemented. 

 This would require hiring two additional lunch hour supervisors at an annual cost of $8,326. 

 A third additional lunch hour supervisor would be required with the addition of one or two classes. 

 Additional teaching staff may be required at an additional cost. 

 Split morning recess would be implemented to accommodate split lunch schedule. 
 

Impacts on Students 

 St. Daniel  

 Playground space would be reduced to approximately 1.91 acres with 3 portables. This equates to 

20.3 square meters per student (compared to 24.2m2/student based on current conditions). 

 Gym and library time should not be affected.  

 Saint John Paul II  

 Playground space would be reduced to approximately 1.11 acres with 10 portables. This equates to 

5.5 square meters per student (compared to 7.8m2/student based on current conditions)  

 Current gym schedule has three unused periods.  

 This could accommodate one additional class twice a week with one period open. 

 The addition of two or more classes could result in shortened gym periods and/or less frequent 

gym classes. 

 Junior Kindergarten/Kindergarten would be the first grades to have less gym time. 

 Two additional classes could be accommodated during assemblies and liturgies. 

 The addition of three or more classes would require splitting the school for celebrations. 

 Library sessions could be reduced to 20 minutes (currently 40 minutes) for signing out resources  

 Remainder of library time would be flexible for teachers to sign out as needed. 

 Extracurricular Activities could be affected as follows: 

 Smaller percentage of students would be involved  

 Sports team practices would be before and after school 

 Potential scheduling conflict for special activities such as drama productions and Skills Canada 

 Parent volunteers would be required for longer durations (ex. special food days due to split lunch) 

 The site cannot accommodate student drop off/pick up for a 7th bus, which may be required 


